APPENDIX II
The Poems of John Geometres Once Again
There are only a few manuscripts that contain poems by Geometres also
found in Par. Suppl. gr. 352. Par. Suppl. gr. 690 (s. XII) has Cr. 273, 31 (see
below), Athous Laura B 43 (s. XII–XIII) has Cr. 298, 14 (see below) and
Laur. XXXII 40 (s. XIV) has Cr. 309, 211. The epigram on St. Mary of Egypt,
of which only the last line is still extant in Par. Suppl. gr. 352, can be found in
many manuscripts: see the list in Westerink 1992: XXXVI, to which one
should add: Salamanca, University Library 2722, fol. 11v (s. XII) and Athous
3798 (Dion. 264), fol. 337v (s. XVII) [for these two manuscripts, see
Appendix III].
*

*
*

Par. Suppl. gr. 690 (s. XII), a manuscript renowned for its Byzantine
poems2, contains on fol. 118r–v, after the poem on Lazarus and the Rich Man by
Ignatios the Deacon, an anonymous collection of thirteen epigrams: nos. S. 1–
3 on St. Eustratios and his companions; S. 4–8 on the Forty Martyrs; S. 9–12
on the Birth of the Holy Virgin; and S. 13 on the Holy Apostles3. S. 1 can be
found in the collection of Geometres’ poems and epigrams in Par. Suppl. gr.
352: no. Cr. 273, 314. Sajdak maintains, on stylistic grounds, that the remaining
twelve epigrams should be attributed to Geometres as well5. The epigrams do
not offer any clues on their dates. S. 2 and 3 refer to a church built by a certain
Basil Katakalon, whom I have not been able to identify. However, as the
Katakalon family appears in historical sources as early as the tenth century,
there is no reason to reject the attribution to Geometres.

1
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4

5

See BANDINI 1763–70: II, 202.
See ROCHEFORT 1950 and see below, Appendix VI, pp. 329–333.
Ed. STERNBACH 1897: 154–160 and SAJDAK 1929: 195–198 (=S. 1–13).
See SAJDAK 1929: 191–193. The poem ends at Cr. 274, 10. The last three verses (Cr. 274,
11–13) are divided from the rest in Par. Suppl. gr. 352 and constitute a separate poem.
SAJDAK 1929: 192–194.
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But the heading attached to S. 8 would most certainly seem to refute the
attribution of these epigrams to Geometres: eœß toáß aJto7ß (the Forty
Martyrs): to¯ mhtropol5toy EJcaÀtzn. If Mauropous is the author of S. 8, the
following epigrams (S. 9–13), and perhaps even the preceding ones (S. 2–7),
cannot be the work of Geometres. The question is whether the lemma of S. 8 is
correct. I do not think so. The ascription of S. 8 to Mauropous is highly suspect
for the following two reasons. Firstly, the anthologist of Par. Suppl. gr. 690
extracts all the poems by Mauropous from the author’s own edition of his
literary works, which can be found in Vat. gr. 676 and a few other manuscripts6. On fols. 254r–255r we find nineteen poems by Mauropous, in exactly
the same order as in Vat. gr. 676, and on fol. 249r we again find some poems,
four in total, which also occur in Mauropous’ collection in Vat. gr. 676. These
last four poems are followed by five anonymous monosticha: on the Holy
Blood, the Crown of Thorns, the True Cross, the Spear, and the Cross7. These
five monosticha are verse inscriptions on a reliquary containing the abovementioned relics8. Given their poor literary quality (see, for example, the
prosodic error in: Ènoixen Äß Çnyxen oJranoáß lögch), these five anonymous
monosticha cannot be ascribed to an author as competent as John Mauropous.
Thus we see that all the genuine poems of Mauropous in Par. Suppl. gr. 690 can
be traced directly to the poet’s personal collection. This makes the ascription
of S. 8, an epigram not found in Mauropous’ collection of poems, highly
suspect. If the ascription were correct, it would mean that the anthologist not
only perused Mauropous’ collection of poems but also another source which
contained poems and epigrams the poet himself had not included in his collection. True enough, in the verse prologue to the edition of his works, Mauropous
states that he selected only the best of his literary works, excluding anything
redundant or below par. But although some of the poems the poet himself had
rejected may certainly still have circulated in unauthorized editions9, it would
be quite remarkable if the epigram on the Forty Martyrs was one of the poems
Mauropous had not included in his edition. There are only a few epigrams as
popular as this one in Byzantium. Not only can the epigram be found in other
Byzantine manuscripts10, but it was even used anew, as a verse inscription in
the church at Asinou, on a fresco depicting the trial of the Forty Martyrs
(d. 1105–6)11. It is highly unlikely that Mauropous would have been so obtuse
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On Mauropous’ collection of literary works, see chapter 2, pp. 62–65.
Ed. STERNBACH 1897: 160–161. See also KARPOZILOS 1982: 68, n. 37.
Compare FROLOW 1961: 398, no. 473.
See R. ANASTASI, SicGymn 26 (1972) 112–116 and KARPOZILOS 1982: 68–70.
Cantabr. Bibl. Univ. Ll. IV. 12 (2192) [s. XIV ex.], fol. 29r. Laur. XXXII 19 (s. XV),
fol. 288v. Par. gr. 2991a (a. 1420), fol. 372r: see below, main text.
See STERNBACH 1897: 157 and MAGUIRE 1996: 12–13. See also chapter 5, pp. 149–150.
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as to reject the very epigram his fellow Byzantines appreciated so much. It is
reasonable to assume, therefore, that the anthologist of Par. Suppl. gr. 690,
faced with an elegant epigram transmitted anonymously, just made a rather
hazardous guess. Secondly, the Anonymous Patrician (c. 940–970) obviously
imitates epigram S. 8. In L. 49, 5–10 the words prössceß (v. 1) and eœ d\ oJk
äko7seiß (v. 5) repeat the very words of S. 8: prosscân äko7seiß (v. 2) and eœ d\
oJk äko7seiß (v. 3)12. The Anonymous Patrician clearly cannot have imitated
Mauropous, for Mauropous was not even born when L. 49, 5–10 was written.
But he certainly could have plagiarized Geometres, for Geometres had already
started his poetical career in the 950s.
Sajdak’s assumption that all the epigrams in Par. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 118r–v
(S. 1–13), should be attributed to Geometres, is corroborated by a manuscript
of which he was not aware at the time: Athous Laura B 43 (s. XII–XIII)13. On
fols. 67v–68v we find a small sylloge entitled: änqologikñn ™k t‰ß [sic: b5bloy?]
to¯ Gezm6troy \Iz(1nnoy). Unfortunately, the heading attached to the sylloge
proves to be incorrect, for most of the epigrams in it are not by Geometres,
but are the work of various authors, such as Prodromos, Mauropous and
Kallikles14. Why does the sylloge bear this misleading title? And why are all
these epigrams ascribed to Geometres? The first epigram of the sylloge
provides the answer to this question: (eœß tën g6nnhsin t‰ß Qeotökoy) genn0sin
4rti tën sel8nhn äst6reßº / kaò g2r sel8nh t6xetai tñn ózsóöron. This is epigram
S. 9 in Par. Suppl. gr. 690, which can be found immediately after the epigram
incorrectly ascribed to Mauropous (S. 8). It does not need much imagination to
reconstruct the error made by the scribe of Laura B 43 when he wrote the
heading attached to the sylloge. The sylloge in Laura B 43 is probably a copy
of an earlier source in which the epigrams were accompanied by headings
mentioning the names of their authors. The scribe of Laura B 43 omitted these
headings and attributed the whole sylloge to the author of the first epigram,
namely, John Geometres.
If epigram S. 9 is indeed a poem by Geometres, as the title of the sylloge in
Laura B 43 clearly suggests, then the whole series of epigrams in Par. Suppl.
gr. 690, fol. 118r–v (S. 1–13), must be attributed to Geometres. The first of the
series of epigrams in Par. Suppl. gr. 690, S. 1 (=Cr. 273, 31), can be found in
Par. Suppl. gr. 352 on fol. 157v. As one of the major lacunas in Par. Suppl.
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See chapter 5, p. 169.
S. EUSTRATIADIS, Kat1logoß t0n kzd5kzn t‰ß meg5sthß La7raß t‰ß ™n ^Ag5ù èOrei. Paris
1925, and WESTERINK 1992: XXXII, assign the manuscript to the twelfth century.
PAPADOPOULOS-KERAMEUS 1899: 67 dates it to the thirteenth century.
For a description of the sylloge and for the text of Prodromos’ epigrams in it, see
LAUXTERMANN 1999b: 369.
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gr. 352 follows soon after fol. 157v, it is reasonable to assume that the remaining
epigrams of the series in Par. Suppl. gr. 690, S. 2 to 13, were originally found
in the currently missing quaternion(s) of Par. Suppl. gr. 352 between fols. 158v
and 159r.
The sylloge in Laura B 43 contains, apart from the above-mentioned
epigram S. 9, only one poem by Geometres: Cr. 298, 14. Nonetheless, as the
sylloge is very interesting, I will describe it in detail:
fol. 67v: after Nikephoros Ouranos’ catanyctic alphabet (fols. 66v–67v) a
zigzagging demarcation line, followed by the sylloge, title: änqologikñn ™k t‰ß
to¯ Gezm6troy \Iz(1nnoy), contents: (1) Geometres (S. 9); (2) Niketas the Philosopher, no. 2, vv. 3–415; (3) eœß tën g6nnhsin t‰ß Qeotökoy, inc. steirwsezß
bl1sthma t‰ß èAnnhß Çóy, 4 vv.; (4) Prodromos, Tetr. 238a; (5) Prodromos, Tetr.
187a. [bottom margin: (5a) inc. p1nagne, ca¦re, syllamb1neiß g2r tñn lögon,
2 vv.]
fol. 68r: (6) Prodromos, Tetr. 190a; (7) Prodromos, Tetr. 211a; (8) Prodromos, Tetr. 215a; (9) eœß tën metamörózsin, inc. ór¦xon, qeat1, tën Örzm6nhn q6an,
6 vv.; (10) inc. bl6pei kaò Mzs‰ß tën c1rin sán \Hl5ô, 4 vv.; (11) Prodromos, Tetr.
236a; (12) Mauropous 10, vv. 1–4; (13) eœß tën sta7rzsin, inc. t2ß ce¦raß 3plo¦ß,
dhmioyrgê Crist6 moy, 4 vv.; (14) inc. st6neiß S5mzn sá prñß b1roß stayro¯ ba5nzn,
6 vv.; (15) Prodromos, Tetr. 229a; (16) inc. p1scei Qeößº ór5ttoysi t1xeiß
ägg6lzn, 8 vv.; (17) Kallikles 7; (18) 4lloi, inc. fz8, t5 qn&skeiß; Äß äq1natoß
q1nø, 2 vv.; (19) eœß tën äpokaq8lzsin, inc. sá nekröß, Çmpnoi d\ oW l7onteß to¯
x7loy, 2 vv.; (20) Prodromos, Tetr. 262a; (21) inc. óhsò maqhtëß caritwnymoß
óöbù, 7 vv.
fol. 68v: (22) eœß tñn t5mion x7lon, inc. x7lon stomzqên aØmasi qeorr7toiß, 2 vv.;
(23) inc. óqönoß x7lù se kaò x7lon t/ qan1tù, 3 vv.; (24) t‰ß Qeotökoy ™pò t!
stayrwsei, inc. stayrñn bl6poysa kaò krem1menon lögon, 4 vv.; (25) eœß tën
än1stasin, inc. parab1sei qn8xanta t! brwsei x7lù, 4 vv.; (26) Prodromos, Tetr.
231a; (27) Geometres, Cr. 298, 14; (28) eœß Pa¯lon, inc. pesân än6sthß, § stroó‰ß
t0n pragm1tzn, 2 vv.; (29) eœß P6tron, inc. S5mzn Ö P6troß, Sa¯loß Ín Pa¯loß
p1lai, 4 vv.; (30) Kallikles 32; (31) Psellos 90; (32) inc. q1lassan 9 g‰º së
q1lassa t0n lögzn, 4 vv.; (33) inc. Ôsper sóageòß ×sthkaß, oJ traóeòß, m1kar,
2 vv. [bottom margin: 4lloi st5coi kat2 äló1bhton, that is, the catanyctic
alphabet by Symeon the Metaphrast on fol. 69r–v].
The sylloge of Laura B 43 begins with the Birth of the Virgin (nos. 1 and 3).
Then it presents various epigrams on the Feasts of the Lord, arranged more or
less in chronological order, from the Hypapante to the Anastasis (nos. 2 and

15

Ed. STERNBACH 1902: 85. No. 2 consists of two separate epigrams: vv. 1–2 and vv. 3–4.
In Laura B 43 Niketas’ epigram (2, vv. 3–4) has two additional verses: ™ó8meron g6nnhma,
genn‰tor crönoy, / kösmoy l7eiß g6ronta, kösmon dê pl1nhß.
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4–26), and concludes with several epigrams on the Apostles (nos. 27–31)16. The
sylloge is a collection of epigrams with the potential to be used as inscriptions:
see the second chapter, pp. 79–80.
*

*
*

In Par. gr. 2991a (a. 1420), fol. 372r, we find the following three poems
without a heading indicating the author: Geometres’ epigram on St. Mary
of Egypt (Cr. 314, 16); the epigram on the Forty Martyrs (S. 8), attributed
to Mauropous in Par. Suppl. gr. 690, but which Sajdak and I ascribe to
Geometres; and an epigram on the Crossing of the Red Sea. The epigram on
the Crossing of the Red Sea is quoted by Joseph Rhakendytes in a famous
excursus on the dodecasyllable17. Rhakendytes writes that a good poet should
avoid enjambment. He illustrates this as follows: instead of the syntactically
loose verses eœß tën ™ryqr2n äbröcoiß posò p1lai / par‰lqe Mzs‰ß, 9 dê t0n
Aœgypt5zn / ó1lagx Üpobr7cioß Çndon ™kr7bh, the accomplished poet will write:
Mzs‰ß per) q1lassan äbröcù drömù, / Aœg7ptioß dê to¦ß k7masin ™kr7bh18. All
the verses quoted by Rhakendytes in his discussion of dodecasyllabic poetry
can be identified as the work of famous authors. It is reasonable to assume,
therefore, that the epigram, inc. Mzs‰ß per) q1lassan, belongs to one of
the major Byzantine poets. Since the distich is found in Par. gr. 2991a, together with two epigrams by Geometres, he seems to be the most likely candidate.
*

*
*

16
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Nos. 32 and 33, as well as the epigram on the Theotokos at the bottom margin of fol. 67v
(5a), appear to be additions by the scribe himself. No. 32 is an encomiastic epigram,
either on the Holy Writ or on the writings of one of the church fathers (John Chrysostom?). I do not understand no. 33.
Ed. CH. WALZ, Rhetores Graeci III. Stuttgart 1832, 561. The second half of this excursus, including the text of the epigram on the Crossing of the Red Sea, is also found word
for word in a treatise attributed to Gregory of Corinth: ed. D. DONNET, Le traité Però
synt1xezß lögoy de Grégoire de Corinthe. Brussels 1967, 322–323. See also D. DONNET,
Bulletin de l’Institut Historique Belge de Rome 37 (1966) 81–97 and W. HÖRANDNER, BSl 56
(1995) 287–288.
See LAUXTERMANN 1998b: 20–21 and 27.
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The following manuscripts contain poems attributed to Geometres, but not
found in Par. Suppl. gr. 352:
Vat. Pal. gr. 367 (s. XIV in.)19, fols. 140r–140v and 143r–143v, contains
fourteen (mainly satirical) poems by Geometres: nos. Sa. 1–1420. None of these
poems can be found in Par. Suppl. gr. 352, but there is no reason to dispute
Geometres’ authorship. Not only does the manuscript explicitly ascribe the
poems to Geometres, but there are also three poems that clearly refer to
persons or historical events of the second half of the tenth century. Sa. 1 is a
satirical poem Geometres wrote in the 990s, when his monastery, T2 K7roy,
was caught up in a legal dispute with a certain Psenas21. In Sa. 4 Geometres
attacks a provincial judge by the name of Pegasios, who suffered from a speech
impediment and could not pronounce the rho: as Pegasios is a very unusual
name, I suspect that he is the Pegasios who served as lieutenant to Bardas
Skleros in 976–979 and who fought under the command of Nikephoros Ouranos
around the year 100022. And in Sa. 5, a satirical poem on the general Keroularios, Geometres writes that if this “wax-seller” can become a general, anything
is possible. One may even expect to see Chambdas (Sayf al-Dawla, emir of
Aleppo) triumphantly enter Constantinople. In fact, one may even expect to
see the day that corn is sold for the price of one nomisma per eight modioi. The
regular price used to be twelve modioi for one nomisma, but at the end of the
reign of Nikephoros Phokas, due to galloping inflation, the starving population
of Constantinople were only able to buy two modioi of corn for one nomisma23.
The first of the two adynata indicates that the poem was written before 967 (the
year that Sayf al-Dawla died) and probably after 962, when the city of Aleppo
had been conquered by the Byzantines and the military power of the once
formidable Sayf al-Dawla was definitely waning. Seeing that Sa. 1 dates from
19
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The ms. is usually dated to the 13th century, but contains several letters dating from the
end of the 13th and the beginning of the 14th century: see MERCATI 1917: 127, n. 8. The ms.
was written on Cyprus: see S.G. MERCATI, ROC 22 (1920–21) 162–193 (repr. MERCATI
1970: I, 206–235).
Ed. LAMBROS 1922: 44–47 and SAJDAK 1930–31: 530–534 (=Sa. 1–14). The edition of
Lambros (which was published after his death by K. Dyovouniotis) has attracted much
attention. See A. CHATZIS, NE 18 (1924) 292–294, NE 19 (1925) 222–224, and EEBS 8
(1931) 316–317; CH. CHARITONIDIS, NE 19 (1925) 68–71; SAJDAK 1930–31: 521–530; E.
PEZOPOULOS, EEBS 10 (1933) 438–449; and see, especially, MERCATI 1927: 310–412 and
MERCATI 1970: I, 426–431.
See H. GRÉGOIRE, Byz 9 (1934) 795–799 and LAUXTERMANN 1998d: 378–380.
See Leo the Deacon, 170; Skylitzes, ed. THURN 1973: 323, 30–31; Yahya, PO 23 (1932) II,
466.
Geometres writes “medimnos” instead of “modios”, but he is not the only Byzantine to
confuse medimnoi with modioi: see E. SCHILBACH, Byzantinische Metrologie. Munich
1970, 96–98. On inflation in the 960s, see Leo the Deacon, 64, 1–10; Skylitzes, THURN
1973: 277–278; and G. OSTROGORSKY, BZ 32 (1932) 220–221.
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the 990s, Sa. 4 from the late tenth century, and Sa. 5 from 962–967, there is no
reason to question the ascription of these satirical poems to Geometres, whose
poems and epigrams in Par. Suppl. gr. 352, as far as they can be dated, were
written in the second half of the tenth century. For the poems on fols. 139r–
140r, 140v–143r and 143v–146v of Vat. Pal. gr. 367, see Appendix IV.
Hauniensis 1899 (s. XIII), fol. 1r, contains a polemic exchange of some
supposedly comical insults between Geometres and a certain Stylianos24. There
cannot be any doubt about the ascription. Stylianos calls his opponent \Iz1nnhß
and one of the satirical poems attributed to Geometres is an adaptation of Cr.
331, 6. The closest parallel to these poems by Geometres and Stylianos is the
exchange of malicious pleasantries in verse between Constantine the Rhodian
and Theodore the Paphlagonian, also dating from the tenth century.
In Athous Dion. 60 (s. XIII) a well-known epigram on the Psalter (inc.
s5ghson, \Oróe¯º ½5von, ^Erm‰, tën l7ran, 10 vv.) is attributed to Geometres25.
The epigram is also found in four other sources: Aldus Manutius’ edition of the
Psalter (Venice, between 1496 and 1498)26; Patmos 437 (s. XVI), fol. 8v [only
the first verse, on a miniature depicting David]27; Par. gr. 2743 (s. XVI), fol. 3r,
copied by Diassorinos28; and Leo Allatius, De libris ecclesiasticis (1645)29. The
epigram is anonymous in Aldus Manutius’ edition of the Psalter, as well as in
the three other sources [which perhaps derive the epigram from the Aldan
edition]. Whether the ascription to Geometres is correct or not, is impossible to
decide on the basis of one manuscript only. There can be no doubt, however,
that the epigram dates from before the early eleventh century, given the fact
that the third verse of a well-known epigram on Matthew the Evangelist (Ýqen,
pl1noß, s5ghson, \Oró6zß l7ra), found in many manuscripts, the earliest of
which dates from 1037, clearly imitates the first verse of the epigram on the
Psalter30.
24
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Ed. GRAUX 1880: 278–280.
Ed. SAJDAK 1919–20: 43–44. See also FOLLIERI 1957: 102.
See E. LEGRAND, Bibliographie hellénique ou description raisonnée des oeuvres publiés
en grec par des grecs aux XVe et XVIe siècles. Paris 1885, 22, no. 11. For the date of the
edition, see G. KOKKONAS, Kat1logoß t0n ärcet7pzn t‰ß \Eqnik‰ß Biblioq8khß t‰ß ^Ell1doß.
Athens 1983, 58, no. 98.
See O. GRATZIOU, in: EJórösynon. \Aói6rzma stñn M. Catfid1kh. Athens 1991–92, I, 99–
106.
See A. LUDWICH, BZ 1 (1892) 297 and idem, Apolinarii Metaphrasis Psalmorum. Leipzig
1912, p. XXIV, n. 2.
L. ALLATIUS, De libris ecclesiasticis graecorum dissertationes duae. Paris 1645 (repr. in:
idem, De libris et rebus ecclesiasticis graecorum dissertationes et observationes variae.
Paris 1646, 62–63).
See SAJDAK 1919–20: 44 and FOLLIERI 1957: 103–105. The verse was also imitated by
Philes, ed. AE. MARTINI, Manuelis Philae carmina inedita. Naples 1900, 140, no. 96, v. 71:
s5ghson, \Oróe¯, l‰ron eœdâß tën l7ran.
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The first nine folia of Esc. R. III. 17 (s. XIV) contain various poems by
Philes31. Then follows a small sylloge of poems: fols. 9v–10v (1) an epigram on St.
Mary of Egypt, inc. Ö no¯ß tñ s0ma (probably by Geometres, see Appendix I);
(2) Prodromos, Tetr. 237a; (3) Pisides St. 61b (=Q. 8); (4) Chr. Mityl. 108; (5)
Pisides St. 61c (=Q. 9); (6) Pisides St. 88; (7) an epigram on an image of John
Chrysostom, attributed to Geometres; (8) an anonymous pattern-poem; (9) an
anonymous poem; (10) Psellos 10; (11) – (12) two anonymous riddles; and (13)
Chr. Mityl., a synaxarion distich32. Because the manuscript incorrectly ascribes
nos. 1 and 3–4 to Prodromos, the heading of no. 7, to¯ Gezm6troy, might be
equally incorrect33. Cougny attributes no. 8 to Geometres as well, but that is a
mere guess34.
For the two satirical poems attributed to Geometres in Athous Dion. 264
(s. XVII), fol. 337v, see Appendix III, pp. 315–316.
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34

See STICKLER 1992: 217–218.
Nos. 8–11 were edited by MILLER 1855–57: App. 51–54. For no. 13, see KURTZ 1903:
XIX–XX.
Ed. E. MILLER, Catalogue des manuscrits grecs de la bibliothèque de l’ Escurial. Paris
1848 (repr. Amsterdam 1966), 47, and COUGNY 1890: III, 284.
COUGNY 1890: III, 241. On this pattern-poem, see HÖRANDNER 1990: 39–40 and WESTERINK 1992: 295. Incidentally, the pattern-poem attributed to Psellos and edited by
WESTERINK 1992: no. 27 can also be found under the name of Manuel Straboromanos: ed.
P. GAUTIER, REB 23 (1965) 201 (vv. 11–12).

